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ABSTRACT
In the paper reliability structure of the Vessel Traffic Services Gulf of Gdansk system is described. Four
different functional subsystems are distinguished. Some definitions of the different kinds of structures
are also presented
KEYWORDS: traﬃc monitoring systems, systems reliability, vessel traﬃc services at sea,
reliability structure

1. Introduction
Growing traffic at the sea, particularly in the vicinity of
large ports caused necessity to organize this traffic. International Maritime Organization (IMO) in 1997 adopted a
new regulation to International Convention on Safety of
Life at Sea (SOLAS). Resolution No A.857 (20) introduced
principles and general operational provisions for the operation of a Vessel Traffic Service (VTS) and vessels participating in it [4]. The purpose of vessel traffic services is to
improve the safety and efficiency of navigation, safety of
life at sea and the protection of the marine environment
and/or the adjacent shore area, from possible adverse
effects of maritime traffic. According to the resolution
mentioned above the Vessel Traffic Services “VTS Gulf of
Gdansk” has been established on May 1, 2003, providing
for participating vessels a range of services and maintaining control on maritime safety within VTS Area of responsibility. To fulfill its tasks and ensure surveillance of
whole VTS Area few different devices are used. There are
5 shore based maritime radars, 3 Automatic Identification
System (AIS) devices and additionally 2 radio direction
finders (RDF). Essential data processing is done by set of
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servers in the VTS Center in Port of Gdynia. All data are
eventually visualized and presented on three operators’
consoles. Because of its functions the system should be
very reliable. In order to calculate reliability of the system
we have to determine its reliability structure. In the paper
there is proposed possible approach to determine and calculate VTS Gulf of Gdansk system’s reliability.

2. Systems’ definitions
We assume that [1,2]
(1)
are two-state components of the system having reliability functions
(2)
where Ti, i = 1,2,...,n, are independent random variables representing the lifetimes of components Ei with distribution functions
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two-state “m out of n” system is given either by
(4)
Fig.1.The scheme of a series system

or by
(3)
(5)
Definition 1. A two-state system is called series if its
lifetime T is given by
(4)
The above definition means that the series system is
not failed if and only if all its components are not failed,
and therefore its reliability function is given by
(5)
Definition 2. A two-state series system is called nonhomogeneous if it is composed of a, 1 ≤ a ≤ n, different
types of components and the fraction of the ith type component in the system is equal to qi, where
Moreover
(6)
is the reliability function of the i-th type component.
The scheme of a non-homogeneous series system is
given in Figure 2.
It is easy to show that the reliability function of the
non-homogeneous two-state series system is given by
(7)
A two-state system is called an “m out of n” system if
its lifetime T is given by
m = 1,2,...,n,
where, is the mth maximal order statistic in the sequence of component lifetimes ,,...,.

Definition 3. A two-state “m out of n” system is called non-homogeneous if it is composed of a, 1 ≤ a ≤ n,
different types of components and the fraction of the
ith type component in the system is equal to qi, where
Moreover
(6)
The scheme of a non-homogeneous “m
out of n” system is given in Figure 3, where
The reliability function of the non-homogeneous twostate “m out of n” system is given either by
(7)
or by
(8)
where

3. Reliability structure of the
VTS subsystems
VTS Gulf of Gdansk system can be divided into few
separate subsystems which allow for surveillance and data

The above definition means that the two-state “m out
of n” system is not failed if and only if at least m out of its n
components are not failed. The two-state “m out of n” system becomes a parallel system if m = 1, whereas it becomes a series system if m = n. The reliability function of the

Fig.2.The scheme of a non-homogeneous series system
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Fig.3.The scheme of non-homogenous “m out of n” system
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processing. We can distinguish radars subsystem, AIS subsystem, auxiliary (supporting) RDF subsystem and data
processing and visualization subsystem. Reliability structures of those subsystems can be described separately.

facts reliability structure of the radars subsystem can be
describe as combination of non-homogenous “3 out of 4”
system and a series system (fig. 5). Using equation (7) and
than equation (3) we can calculate reliability of the radars
subsystem [1].

3.1. Radars subsystem
3.2. AIS subsystem
Radars subsystem is composed of five shore- based
maritime radars which are positioned around Gulf of
Gdansk coastline (fig. 4) [3]. Two of the radars are established on the Harbor Masters buildings in Gdynia and
Gdansk. Three others are on the Lighthouse Hel, Lighthouse Krynica Morska and on radar tower Górki Zachodnie.
Radars have similar structure, but to assure data transfer from three latter radars they are equipped additionally
with microwave radio data transmitter. Considering shape of Gulf of Gdansk and also concentration of ships traffic we assuming that Hel radar is extremely important. It is
the only one which allow for observation of the area north
to the Hel Peninsula which is crossed by predominate
number of the ships sailing to and from ports of Gdynia
and Gdansk. Other four radars assure very good simultaneous coverage in the approaches to ports and on the
Traffic Separations Schemes areas. Because of radars ranges three of those four provide coverage good enough for
the proper work of the system. Taking into account above

Automatic Identification System (AIS) is a broadcast communications system, operating in the VHF maritime band, that is capable of sending ship information,
such as identification, position, course, speed, ship dimensions, draught, ship type, and cargo information, to
other ships and to shore. AIS is a mandatory equipment
for most ships [SOLAS] and is used by Vessel Traffic Services to monitor movement of ships in the Gulf of Gdansk.
There are three land based AIS devices (receivers) positioned on the lighthouses in Rozewie, Hel and Krynica Morska. Information from AIS receivers are transmitted to the
VTS center by using of radio microwave links or by light
fiber (from Rozewie) which are series connected with the
receivers. Each two receivers guarantee receiving of information from ships in the VTS area. Thank to that we can
define reliability structure of the AIS subsystem as a “2 out
of 3” system (fig. 6) and calculate its reliability according
to equation (7) or (8).

Fig.4. Position of radars on the coast of Gulf of Gdansk
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Fig.5.Reliability structure of radars subsystem

3.3. Radio direction finders subsystem
Radio Direction Finder (RDF) is a radio receiver and
directional antenna system used to determine the direction of the source of a signal. In order to obtain position of
a ship at least two RDF devices are necessary. RDF is used
in VTS systems as a auxiliary component which allows for
confirmation of ships’ position.
VTS Gulf of Gdansk system uses 2 RDF devices.
They are positioned on the lighthouses in Hel and
Krynica Morska. It means that subsystem is working
if and only if both of the RDFs are working properly.
Data from RDFs are transmitted via microwave links.
From the reliability point of view subsystem has a series
structure (fig. 7) and its reliability can be calculated by
using equation (3).

Fig.6.Scheme of AIS subsystem reliability structure

4. VTS GULF of Gdansk
reliability structure
After calculating of reliability of each subsystem separately next we will be able to calculate reliability of the
VTS system, but only if we describe its reliability structure. In order to assure proper work of the system three of
its four subsystems have to be operational i.e. radars, AIS
and data processing subsystems must not be out of service. If one of them fail whole system should be consider as
inoperative. It means that VTS system has series reliability
structure. Radio Direction Finders subsystem as an auxiliary part of the VTS doesn’t have to be built-in the reliability scheme and can be treat independently (fig. 9).
According to equation (3) we obtain
(9)

3.4. Data processing and visualization
subsystem
Information Processing System (IPS) consist several
computer servers which collect data coming from observation subsystems and prepare them to visualization on
operators’ consoles. There are three such consoles in the
VTS centre in Gdynia. At least one of them should work
to assure good and continuous work of the whole VTS system. It means that they form a “1 out of 3” reliability structure and they are series connected with Information Processing System (fig. 8). Reliability of that subsystem can be
calculated by using equations (7) and (3).

Fig.7.Reliability structure of RDFs subsystem
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where
RR – reliability of radar subsystem,
RA – reliability of AIS subsystem,
RI – reliability of the information processing and visualization subsystem.

Fig.8.Reliability structure of data processing and
visualization subsystem
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Fig.9.Proposed reliability structure of the VTS System

5. Conclusions
VTS Gulf of Gdansk system, because of its important
purposes should be very reliable. Attempt of describing
its reliability structure undertaken it the paper is a crucial step to further research on reliability and what is even
more important availability of the system. Mathematical
tools presented in paper allow us for calculating reliability
of the system. For further research collecting of real data
regarding VTS system is necessary. In order to calculate or
estimate its availability more advanced tools such as markov or semi-markov processes are needed.
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ABSTRACT
Multimodal transport implementation allows connecting the point of origin and the point of destination in an optimal way. The goal of multimodal transport is to maximize the efficiency in connecting
the economic elements of various traffic branches, i.e. their operations related to transport and communications, thus positively reducing the inventories of raw materials, semi-products and end products with the aim of increasing the balance in the overall economic system of a country. The development of multimodal transport and good organization of the traffic system make it possible to increase the existing and to generate new freight flows that would result in positive effects on the import-export balance.
KEYWORDS: multimodal transport, transport operations, economic elements

1. Introduction
Multimodal transport represents the basic precondition of efficient performing of all the traffic activities,
and appears as an active promoter of economic and traffic development, and as a creator of the wealth in all the
economic sectors. Regarding the influence of multimodal transport on the complete traffic system including
the social and economic development, it comes to the
fore by its direct contribution to more efficient integration of national economies into the international division of labour, above all to the more successful marketing of national products on the foreign markets and better import of production materials for the needs of national economies. The reason lies in the fact that multimodal transport, as a stochastic and dynamic system performs the transport services of goods and passengers in
national and international maritime, rail, road, air and
river traffic, and represents the backbone of national and
European, i.e. world economic organism.

8

Multimodal transport of a country has to be compatible with adequate multimodal transports of other traffic systems. Therefore, the traffic infrastructure of different countries and regions should be reduced to identical level, which is not the case in practice. The region of
Southern-Eastern Europe lags significantly behind the developed traffic system of the European Union countries,
which is the consequence of historic events in this region.
Therefore, the countries that form this region are making
great efforts to develop multimodal transport networks in
order to come closer to the rest of Europe.
Due to its high demands and significance in international and national economic systems the international
multimodal transport should be regarded as a complex
and stochastic system. It represents a set of interconnected and interdependent traffic and technological activities,
such as the processes, functions and operation of direct
and indirect participants, traffic and other staff and technical aids in their work, as well as other elements, in constant movement, changing and developing, which are the
technical and technological, organizational and economic

© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2009
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and legal elements, which enable the manipulation and
transport of goods from the manufacturer in one country
to the consumer in another country, or via a third country, fast, safe and economically by a minimum of two different transport means and based on a unique transport
contract, i.e. one transport document provided the entire
transport process is performed or organized by one transport operator. Systemic definition of international multimodal transport contains all the essential characteristics
of complex, dynamic, economic systems.
The use and popularity of multimodal transport in the
world marks daily an increase in relation to other transport modes due to reduced costs and by achieving a shorter transport time. Therefore, there are many multimodal operators on the multimodal market creating mutual competition and providing different multimodal services to the users at different prices of these same services.

2. Multimodal market

tij  g i a j Gi A j f ij

Since market is the point of connection of the supply
and demand, the traffic demand for multimodal transport
needs to be defined first of all. The traffic demand is a set
of all the needs that have their material base created as a
source of tendencies to change place, regarding the place
and time of origin provided the change of place cannot be
realized unless traffic infrastructure and traffic means are
used. Since the traffic demand depends on a series of parameters it can be expressed as a function. The initial parameters to calculate the traffic demand “Pq” are:
P – service prices,
m – place of demand,
t – time of demand,
r – level of economic development of a country.
Consequently, function “f ” of traffic demand is:

Pq  f  p1 , p 2 , p3 , r , m, t , .

(1)

The traffic demand can be considered as a whole
which can be divided and defined as a unit need or by groups of similar needs. If it is considered from the aspect of
the place of its origin or termination, then we can speak of
generated, i.e. sinking (target) traffic demand. The generated traffic demand matches the needs of delivery of goods,
and sinking or target demand with the needs of dispatch
of goods. In order to consider all the needs for the delivery i.e. dispatch of goods, we start primarily from the level
of production in a certain area or areas and types of goods,
and on the other hand for these areas the demand needs to
be quantified per types of goods.
In a certain area, if we study the traffic demand,
we will notice that it changes from period to period of
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observation. A similar tendency occurs if we study these
relations from place to place which depends on the economic and social level of development and structure of the
economy of the respective area. The total traffic demand
can be studied per segments and studied per individual
needs for transport or per groups of similar needs, i.e. per
types of goods and groups of goods. For the analysis of the
current and the projection of future traffic demand various models of demand distribution are used, and the gravitation model is very suitable, i.e. monitoring in the gravitation area. These models are suitable for the analysis and
monitoring of traffic demand in the gravitation area of intermodal terminals. This means that in this way we analyze the physical distribution of the traffic demand. This
model is used to monitor the traffic demand in the gravitation area in source-target pairs, i.e. two parameters where the source is the studied area, and the target is the same
area and environment. The mentioned model can be symbolically presented by:
(2)

where:
tij – traffic flow from the zone of origin “i” to the target zone (sinking) “j”,
Gi – total originating traffic demand of zone “i”,
Aj – total price (sinking) of traffic demand of zone “j”,
fij – pondered traffic resistance between the zone of
origin “i” and the zone of target “j”,
gi, aj – balance constants.
Apart from the physical distribution we can calculate the distribution of the traffic demand per transport modes, by model:

t ijm  g i a j Gi A j f ij m

(3)

where:
tmij - traffic flow of the transport type “m” from the
zone of origin “i” to the zone of target “j”,
fmij - traffic resistance for the type of transport “m” between zone “i” and zone of target “j”.
The traffic demand cannot be fully broken down into
individual types of transport, especially if transport is carried out by multimodal transport means. This method of
traffic demand distribution per types, regarding the impossibility of accurate division, serves to determine the
global relations among individual types of transport. In
this way the determined traffic demand, which actually represents the traffic flow, is distributed in origin-target pairs along respective roads on which concrete transport is
to be realized. The realization of transport will be checked
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for that type of transport and on those roads that provide
the least resistance, i.e. have least congestion and achieve
optimal effects in transport. The traffic demand, either generated or sinking-target, is realized in traffic flows.
At the time when the service prices are becoming
more and more unique, the crucial role on whether a job
on the market of transport services will be secured or not
belongs to numerous criteria of competitiveness of service
provided to the users. Defining of the structure of criteria
preferences in the selection of optimal multimodal operator by the service users means primarily defining who
is the user and who participates in decision-making about the selection.

3. Structure of
criteria preferences
in the selection of optimal
multimodal operator
Until some thirty years ago, there was a tendency to
give absolute priority in the process of traffic planning and
decision-making to the economic criterion, i.e. to the selection of the most economical version of traffic solutions
or decisions as the optimal version of the solution. In the
majority of cases such solutions have neglected the significant criteria out of which some are contained in the economic category, i.e. transport service price, but some are
not. The increased awareness about the “real” value of the
transport service as well as in accordance to the increase
in requirements and needs of the transport service users,
numerous criteria that emphasise the specific characteristics of the users’ requirements, various standards and
community requirements have the increasing role in the
process of traffic planning and decision-making, including the selection of optimal multimodal operator.
As organizers of the transport process and advisers of
their principals, the decision-makers (international forwarding agents, logistic operators) in the selection of optimal
multimodal operator take over full responsibility for integral
transport chain, where the use of connected multimodal services ceases to be the customer’s choice, but rather the task
of those who, as agents of their principals, ensure the logistic
freight services. In this role, the focus is on the responsibility
of the mentioned agents in the selection of the optimal multimodal operator for a certain type of freight, i.e. a multimodal
operator who is considering certain criteria, and in accordance with the requirements and needs of customers, better than
the alternative operator, and thus also more competitive on
the market of transport services. The mentioned responsibility for the agent represents a complex task which requires the
knowledge of numerous traffic elements and phenomena.
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Consequently, the study should include the specific
characteristics of the traffic market, i.e. supply, demand
and environment, the specific characteristics of organization and types of transport, customer requirements, requirements of individual types of freight and types of transport, competitiveness criteria of the traffic route, criteria weights and other determinants important in the decision-making process regarding the selection of optimal
multimodal operator.
The service user on a certain traffic route is the ordering party of the transport service or other transport services, which communicate with the subjects participating
in the production of these services directly or indirectly
via their agents. The importer or exporter, seller or buyer,
consignor or consignee of freight and the carriers can act
as the service ordering party.
The service ordering party usually engages an international forwarding agent, who as an agent and representative of the principal plays the role of: multimodal transport
operator, shipper or consignor of goods, consignee of goods, and logistic operator.
The agents are entrusted with the basic and special
jobs that they perform occasionally or regularly in organization as well as other operations and activities for complete logistic (traffic) service of dispatch, delivery and
transportation of goods.
According to FIATA an international freight forwarder is a person who concludes a contract on international forwarding services with the customer, i.e. principal,
where the international forwarding services represent all
those services that are related to transport, warehousing,
bundling, handling, packaging and distribution of goods
as well as additional appropriate optional services related
to customs clearance, goods declaration, taxation, insurance of goods.
A multimodal transport operator (MTO) is any person who on his own behalf or through another person acting on his behalf concludes a multimodal transport contract and who acts as a principal, not as an agent or on behalf of the consignor or of the carriers participating in the
multimodal transport operations, and who assumes the
responsibility for the performance of the contract.
According to the UNCTAD definition (United Nations Conference on Trade and Development) MTO has
been categorized as maritime and non-maritime carrier.
Maritime carriers as multimodal transport operators are
represented by operators, i.e. shippers who expanded their services at the account of freight transport from port to
port including land transport or air transport. They can
but need not to have their own transport means (road,
rail, air). If they do not own them, they negotiate these types of transport concluding contracts with carriers. Additionally, they can contract land stacking and warehousing
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services as well as numerous other services. Non-maritime carriers as multimodal transport operators are represented by the remaining transport operators who neither
own nor operate ships, but rather contract maritime transport. They operate only one type of transport, by trucks,
rarely by aircraft or trains, in majority of cases only at one
end of the route.
A logistic operator is a registered and authorized
legal or natural person who as a rule on his behalf and
for his account performs or organizes numerous logistic activities related to manipulation, transport,
transfer, movement, distribution of raw materials, semi-products, production materials, finished products,
goods, materials from the point of delivery (warehouses, terminals, customer, exporter, manufacturer, …)
to the point of receipt (manufacturer, warehouses, terminals, customers, importers, users, consumers, ...)
and who, with minimal invested resources (production, financial, human, ...), maximally meets the market requirements.
It should be determined what will interest the users
and what will condition the method in which they will
decide to address their transport and logistic needs to a
certain multimodal operator. The research of multimodal transport market means the study in relation to supply (maritime lines, ports, land traffic routes, land terminals, warehouses, ...), demand (users requirements, freight
requirements, ... price of service, quality of service) and
environment (alternative traffic routes, catchment area,
economic power of the hinterland, ...).
The study of multimodal transport supply refers to the
study of internal quality of service determined and realized by the subjects participating in the production of the
traffic service (carriers, logistic operators, ...), traffic infrastructure and suprastructure as well as conditions of
transport and other activities.
The study of demand for multimodal transport services refer to the study of external quality of service which
is determined by specific requirements (qualitative, economic, ...) of the service users who at the same time represent the criteria and indicators of multimodal transport competitiveness. Since these are usually different requirements and criteria of different market segments, the
definition of competitiveness priority criteria i.e. the preference structure (weights of single criteria) is of great significance. The supply, demand and the environment of
multimodal transport, i.e. value influence of criteria that
determine them have to be analyzed in relation to market segmentation since the user requirements regarding
preferences of certain criteria may differ from each other
regarding the type of freight, method of transport, presence of long-term contracts, etc.
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4. Selection of competition
criterion of multimodal
operator regarding user
requirements
The price and the quality of service are one of the most important factors in the selection of the optimal multimodal operator and their transport technology and transport means.
The lack of understanding and the impossibility of unambiguous definition of criteria in selecting the optimal multimodal operator are justified for several reasons, and may be justified by different types of freight that prefer different transport
modes, characteristics of traffic infrastructure, suprastructure, organization of transport, possibilities of its planning, transport effects. They are different for different types of transport,
with any transport mode having its specific advantages and
drawbacks and the fact that every user of the transport service
can have different priorities or requirements.
The analysis and selection of the best solution was based
on the economic criterion, i.e. on economic conditions and effects. This means also the analysis of costs and is used in the
construction of certain traffic infrastructure facilities, analysis of the transport service price, overviews of the past investments, plans and estimates of the future investments, usually
into traffic infrastructure, etc. Special studies were made which
determined the traffic solutions assessed according to other
criteria, social criteria, etc.
Criteria can be analyzed at several levels, i.e. basic criteria are analyzed regarding the less complex criteria – sub-criteria, components and categories. From the economic aspect,
these are the economic criteria, which mean the price of the
transport service (maritime fares, road tariffs, rail tariffs, tariffs for transport on inland waterways, tariffs of multimodal
transport, ...), freight handling price (handling tariffs – port tariffs, handling tariffs – trucks, handling tariffs – rail cars, handling tariffs – inland navigation, ...), logistic costs (waiting costs – border crossings, freight handling; storage costs – stacking; sorting costs, designation costs – marking, ...), total price of the traffic service (price of road transport and operation,
price of rail transport and operation, price of sea transport and
operation, price of multimodal transport and operation).

5. Structure of criteria
in selecting an optimal
multimodal operator
The problems of selecting the optimal multimodal
operator represent a complex task which includes analysis,
planning and management of many factors and elements
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that stipulate and determine it. Accordingly, there is a
need for certain methodology in analysis, research or decision-making related to this problem.
These elements or criteria need to be defined regarding their weight, i.e. regarding the significance they have
for the service user, respecting the specific characteristics of individual types of transport, types of freight, etc.
The criteria need to be analysed parallel in environmental conditions, i.e. by comparing the state of other alternative multimodal operators who compete in attracting the
same freight flows.
It is very difficult to determine which aspects are optimal for analyzing the weights of individual criteria of
competitiveness and quality of transport service. Therefore, it has to be concluded whether these are the requirements of the freight itself i.e. of the transport substrate,
whether these are objective and always the same advantages or drawbacks of individual transport modes and whether these are the market requirements i.e. service user requirements.

6. Conclusion
The multimodal market represents a continuous process of evolution. The basic task of the transport operator
or international forwarding agent regarding transport and
logistic requirements is to adapt the strategy and determine what will be of interest for the customers and to determine the method in which they will make the decision in
selecting the multimodal operator.
The study of the offer of a multimodal operator and
the traffic route refer to the study of so-called internal quality – IQ, which is determined and realized by the subjects participating in the production of the transport service, traffic infrastructure and suprastructure and the
transport conditions and other activities. In other words,
the supply refers to the transport potential that should
reflect the diversity of the market and have a wide user-oriented offer of solutions and conditions. The study
of service demand on a traffic route refers to the study of
so-called external quality – EQ, which is determined by
specific requirements (economic, qualitative, etc.) of the
service users, which at the same time represent the criteria and indicators of traffic route competitiveness. Since this usually refers to various needs and criteria of different market segments, it is very important to define the
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priorities of criteria of competitiveness, i.e. the structure
of preferences, i.e. weights of individual criteria.
The mentioned internal and external quality of service, i.e. criteria that define them, should be analysed within
the environment conditions, i.e. of competition as a general quality of multimodal operator service.
The offer, demand and environment of a multimodal
market, i.e. value impact of the criteria that define it, have
to be analysed in relation to the market segmentation since the user requirements regarding preferences of certain
criteria may differ depending on the type of freight, method of transport, presence of long-term contracts, etc.
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ABSTRACT
Real-time transit management systems that can inform the public about transportation options and availability are gradually being deployed in many parts of the world. While many larger cities have been able
to provide this information on web sites or through automated telephone systems for several years, smaller municipalities often lack the resources to develop their own transit management systems. Addressing
this issue as a joint effort, transportation agencies in the multi-state North American CARS Program
have cooperatively developed a real-time, multi-modal transit tracking and incident reporting system
called Modes. Modes builds on the CARS road condition reporting system developed by 17 transportation agencies in North America. Modes extends the CARS software to include ferry, bus, and passenger
rail services to the basic highway network information it manages. Modes was initially created to track
the Alaska Marine Highway System’s extensive ferry system and has been successfully applied to New England’s popular Acadia National Park bus tracking system, three bus systems in Maine, 13 bus systems
in Idaho (in progress), three bus systems and a light rail line in the Sacramento, California area (in progress), as well as the Amtrak Downeaster and Capitol Corridor rail lines.
KEYWORDS: multimodal transport, transport operations, economic elements

1. Introduction
Modes is a real-time public transit tracking and incident reporting software suite designed to offer a multimodal source of information about transit systems in a particular state or region. Modes builds upon an existing traffic condition reporting system called CARS (Condition
Acquisition and Reporting System), developed and deployed by seventeen states and public agencies in the U.S.
and Canada. The CARS software acts as a central statewide database of traffic and travel events that have potential
to disrupt traffic or to create difficult driving conditions.
Modes was initially developed for ferry tracking on the
Alaska Marine Highway System, one of the most extensive ferry services in the world. Another early deployment
of Modes tracked buses in New England’s popular Acadia
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National Park, where private car traffic is restricted at busy
times. Now, Modes is being deployed throughout the states of Maine and Idaho, as well as the Sacramento region
of California, and will include coverage of metropolitan
bus systems, light rail, and Amtrak train lines.
The Modes software adds ferry, bus, and passenger rail
services to the basic highway network information managed by the CARS system. Modes was designed to handle
transit’s special characteristics, including schedules, routes, vehicle locations, and connections. The core Modes
system includes a Graphical User Interface (GUI) that allows authorized agency users to enter and manage schedules and transit “events,” such as incidents, delays, and
service cancellations. A back-end database stores the static and updated transit schedules, as well as the real-time events and updates entered by operators. A series
of add-on modules enable the automated sharing of this
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information with the public through the web, 511 phone
systems, and dynamic message signs.
The Modes GUI and database have been designed to
support multiple transit properties within a single state
or region. This concept emerged because many smaller to
mid-sized transit properties typically lack the resources to
develop their own transit management software packages.
The Modes design enables multiple transit properties within a larger jurisdiction (e.g. state or province) to share a
single system, reducing overall costs and allowing individual properties to share their data with one another. This
model also enables a larger jurisdiction to make information about many or all of its transit properties available
from a single source. In Maine, the Department of Transportation (DOT) is directly supporting this project for
those reasons. In addition to financial support for the development and operation of Modes, the Maine DOT also
plans to offer back-up operation of the system during times of disruption, such as during winter weather events or
when the participating transit agencies are understaffed.

2. Modes bus system
integrations in the state
of maine
The Maine Modes deployment includes integrations
with three bus properties in the state: Bangor Area Transit, Portland Metro, and the South Portland City Bus Service.
Bangor Area Transit, also known as BAT, is a transit property serving Bangor, the third-largest city in Maine. The BAT
bus system is relatively small in size—operating only seven
routes—but complex enough to serve as an ideal pilot for
the Modes software package.
For the first phase of BAT system deployment, the Modes operator GUI includes displays of bus routes and schedules. Using the Modes GUI, BAT dispatchers can enter
real-time transit event information for a bus route, a bus
station, or a particular bus run. They can also make real-time updates to the published, static bus schedules. Bus icons
are plotted on a Google map background to show their current locations according to the published schedule or updated information entered by an operator. Operators are able
to quickly adjust bus schedules, using real-time information, by manually dragging the bus location symbol on any
map to the actual location reported by the bus driver.
Modes calculates “scheduled” bus locations using an
algorithm that assumes the bus moves at a uniform speed between each published time point. “Delayed” bus locations can also be shown based on information entered by authorized operators. In future phases, AVL data
may be integrated to enable automated updating. Figure 1
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Fig.1. Bangor Area Transit system in Modes

illustrates the Modes GUI, showing how Modes overlays
the bus routes and event icons on a Google map.
Shortly after transit events or timetable updates are
entered using the Modes GUI, they are shared with the
public on Maine’s public traveler information web site.
Transit information for Modes is displayed alongside
traffic and other highway system events entered into Maine’s CARS system by DOT staff, such as accidents, roadwork, and winter driving conditions. Public users of
the website can choose to view one or multiple transit
properties by clicking check boxes in the legend next to
the map. Users can zoom in for best views of routes, bus
stops, and current transit vehicle locations. Clicking on
an individual bus stop opens a window displaying the
next three bus arrival times for that stop, along with information about delays or interruptions.
Following BAT, the Portland Metro and South Portland City Bus Service properties have been integrated into
the statewide Modes system. Once the system is launched
for operational use, Modes operators will be able to see
data about all of the transit properties in the system, though they will only be able to edit information about the
property with which they are affiliated. Current vehicle locations can be viewed by all users—whether or not they
have editing permission for that system. Select Maine State DOT employees will be made “super-users” that can
view and edit information for all transit properties.

3. Expansion of modes
The Idaho Modes deployment recently joined the Modes effort and will ultimately integrate 13 bus properties
throughout the state with an Idaho version of the Modes software. The bus properties to be integrated include
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Fig.2. Idaho Public Website with Bus Routes and Schedules

regional, local, and inter-state systems. Through Modes,
the Idaho Transportation Department plans to integrate
the bus schedule information managed via the Modes software with Idaho’s 511 Traveler Information website. Illustration 2 shows a test version of Idaho’s website with integrated bus schedules.
Modes is being developed with both AVL (automated vehicle location) and DMS (dynamic message sign)
capabilities to support an extended integration with the
Amtrak Downeaster, a 116-mile passenger train service
operating four daily round trips between Boston, Massachusetts and Portland, Maine. Amtrak publishes AVLderived real-time train arrival and departure information via an XML (Extensible Markup Language) feed.
Modes will import real-time train schedule information
directly from the Amtrak XML feed.
Modes will make the real-time train information
from Amtrak available in the Modes operator GUI, as
well as on deploying agencies’ public websites. In California, as part of a suite of major new ITS software deployments in the greater Sacramento area, the Sacramento Council of Government (SACOG) plans to deploy
Modes to integrate Amtrak Capitol Corridor rail service
schedules with its public travel information website. The
Capitol Corridor route runs through Sacramento, between Auburn and San Jose. Illustration 3 shows a test version of the SACOG travel information website with integrated Capitol Corridor schedules.
Modes will also generate the display of “next 3 train”
messages on electronic signs installed at Amtrak Downeaster real stations in Maine. Operators will be able to use
the Modes GUI to create custom messages for display on
the station signs, such as messages about service delays
and other special announcements.
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Fig.3. SACOG Public Website with Amtrak Train Schedules

4. Conclusion
The agencies that have worked together to shape Modes envision a migration path that will successively add
further transit properties operating in their respective jurisdictions into their Modes deployments. These transit properties will include modes such as bus, rail, ferries,
and (perhaps, eventually) paratransit. As Modes deployments expand and evolve, more and more transit information will be available to the public.
Work is currently in progress to support the displaying
of highway-related event reports from an agency’s condition reporting system in Modes. The aim of this data integration is to give transit (primarily, bus) dispatchers thorough and up-to-date information about events and conditions on the roads which their systems use.
Granting conditions-reporting privileges to transit dispatchers could harness a very effective means of traffic event reporting on city streets. Transit drivers and conductors are well
placed to report roadway incidents, delays, adverse conditions, or even roadwork that may not yet be available to state and local officials. Coordination of conditions reporting between transit systems dispatch and larger jurisdictional transportation agencies could increase roadway reporting coverage
in urban areas and help to improve information latency.
Preliminary discussions are underway to design a
messaging system that could allow ‘subscribers’to receive
alert messages about real-time service disruptions for particular transit systems, via e-mail or SMS (i.e. cell phone
text message). The system is also envisioned to support
request-response functionality, allowing a user to send a
specific text message to a 5-digit SMS short code in order
to receive a report about the current status of a particular
transit system, bus, or train.
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Additionally, several North American transportation
agencies are joining together to pursue the North American Event Hub, which will share state or local information
about road events between transportation agencies. With
the deployment of Modes, the North American Event Hub
group may also choose to share public transit data. This
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transit data may also be shared with external private-sector companies who specialize in managing information
or transportation data, such as Google, creating a unique
partnership between a large group of public agencies and
the private sector.
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ABSTRACT
A method of automated measurement of rail circuits parameters and harmonics of return traction current has been elaborated. The mathematical model of traction network is proposed and allowed us to
involve the action of different sources of electromagnetic interference on the operation of rail circuits.
The results of modelling allowed establishing that the rail circuits are exposed to a dangerous influence of return traction current near a locomotive and substation
KEYWORDS: rail circuits, code current, harmonics, traction current, automated measurement

1. Introduction
The code rail circuits are the basic detectors supervising
a situation of trains on railway sections, free of blocks - sections, integrity of rails, and also carrying out functions of
the channel of codes transfer of automatic locomotive signal system from track-devices to the locomotive. Thus, the
rail circuits are a primary element directly determining safety of trains’ movement.
It is important to control parameters not only of code
currents and rail circuits, because a significant number of
failures in rail circuits is caused by the presence of harmonics and impulse influences of return traction current
(especially on the railways electrified by the alternating current).
The investigation of traction current spectrum should
be carried out in a pause of code, using a method, which
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should measure with the help of a special device of laboratory coach „Automatics, telemechanics and communication”. In the given case it was carried out by recording
the signal from one inductive coil of a locomotive, which
moved on the railway section of d. c. traction. As a result
we could determine the parameters of code current, flowing in rails, as the composition of return traction current spectrum [1].
To improve the method of automated parameters measurement of rail circuits and harmonics of return traction
current it is necessary to elaborate a mathematical model
of the traction network. It is possible to take into account different sources of electromagnetic influences. An
automated measurement method based on the laboratory coach is most promising in the other method because
it will allow us to proceed from scheduled preventive maintenance to repair on a status of object and to reduce the
number of staff and to raise the safety of trains movement.
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So, the development of an automated method of parameters measurement of rail circuits and harmonics of return traction current is actual.

2. Method of measurement
It is proposed to use the following method for the definition of composition of return traction current spectrum. As
it is known, an automatic locomotive signal system consists
of a receiving coil, filters, amplifier, decoder and others. The
receiving coil is connected inductively with the traction and
code currents by means of a magnetic field, which is formed
by the alternating current around rails. The structure scheme
of transferring canal is given in fig. 1. So, we have a separate connection canal and can record the signal from one locomotive coil (before filter). Thus, we have a possibility to determine the parameters of code current, flowing in rails, as the
composition of return traction current spectrum [1].
The electromotive force induced in the ALS coil is equal

E (t )  

  0  I m   d 2
W  dФ


2 
4R
dt

(1)

where W - number of winds of the coil, Ф - magnetic flow, Т×m2;  - magnetic permeability of the environment (steel of the core), H/m;  0 - magnetic constant,
H/m; d – side of the square core of ALS coils, m2; R - distance from the coil up to the head of a rail, m; I m - amplitude of current in rail, A.
The results of electromotive force calculation have given a good coincidence with the experimental data. Relative errors did not exceed ± 3.5%.
This idea was realized as a special microprocessor device based on a PC type computer. It was used to define parameters of code current and the composition of return traction current spectrum. It is described in detail in [1, 2].
It is necessary to take into account that this system can
be used to record signals from the locomotive coils, other
detectors included in the rail circuit scheme or feeder of
return traction current. It allows us to define the spectrum
of interferences and possible causes of its appearance (for

Fig.1. Structure scheme of data transferring canal to the locomotive
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example, disrepair of substation’s rectifiers, filters, bad insulation of track ballast and others).

3. Mathematical model
The equivalent circuit of a traction network is shown in
fig. 2 for an estimation of a degree of influence of traction
current harmonics on the work of rail circuits. It is suggested
to represent the traction network by a contour of overhead
system - rails. There is one way railway section, where two rails are substituted by one wire, strings of acceptable sites are
replaced by one line and are represented by a rail – ground
contour. The contact network in an equivalent circuit is also
represented by one wire. So the traction supply system is represented as six poles, where Zc – the resistance of overhead system, taking into account the mutual induction between rails and catenary’s wire; Zr – the resistance of rails taking
into account the mutual induction between rails and catenary’s wire; Ziz – the resistance of catenary, taking into consideration the grounding of different railway structures on the rails (supports of overhead system, commutation apparatuses,
sectioning posts, discharger and etc.); Z b – the resistance of
ballasts, which consists of resistances of rail – rail
connection
.
.
U
– sleeper – ballast – ground work –
ground;
cr1 , U cr 2 - vol.
.
tage between catenary
and
rails, U r1 , U r 2 - voltage between
.
.
U
rails and .ground,
с1 , U с 2 - voltage between catenary and
.
.
.
ground, I с1 , Iс 2 - current in the catenary, I r1 , I r 2 - current in
the rails in the input and output of lines, respectively.
The systems of equations were written using the theory multipoles [3-5]. This decision resulted in mathematical dependences of voltage and currents in a catenary and
rails in a place of feeders connection of traction substations and near an electric locomotive.
The voltage in a circuit of an electric locomotive
.

.

U cr2  Ic2  Zel

(2)

The current in a catenary at the beginning of lines
.

U c2
Ic1 ( х )  Ic2 
Ziz ( х )
.

.

(3)

Fig.2. Equivalent scheme of one-way traction and rail
network
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The outflow current through insulation of supports represents a linear dependence and is described by the equation

The potential of rails and the return traction current at the
input of six poles (fig.1) is defined by the following equation

Uc2
І out iz ( х ) 
Ziz ( х )

.
U cr 2 .
 І r 2  Іst .ret .c.
U r1   І r1  Z r , І r1 
Ziz

.

.

.

(4)

Knowing the value of outflow current from the return
traction current, it is possible to define the voltage of rails
at the end of line (near an electric locomotive)
.

.

U r 2 ( x )  Iout r.c.  Zb ( x )

(5)

Near a traction substation the return traction current
is determined by the following dependence
.

.

.

.

І r1 ( x )  І c 2  І out iz ( x )  І out r.c.

(6)

The dependence of potential of a rail in the area of
traction substation on the coordinate between a locomotive and substation is defined as
.

.

.

U r1 ( x )   I r1 ( x )  Z r ( x )  U r2 ( x )

.

Іoutf RC

U rcir 2

Zb

Outflow coefficient depends on the current

(9)
.

Іoutf RC

.

Іoutf RC

К outf 

(10)
.
І rcir 2
Using the outflow coefficient, we can give the outflow
current from the return traction current
.

.

Іout r .c.  Іc 2  К outf
.

(11)

As. a result the potential of rails at the end of line is

U r 2  Іout r.c.  Zb like (5).
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.

.

(12)

It is necessary to notice, that the factors of outflow are defined separately for each rail circuit within the limits of studied feeder zone. In the case of homogenous traction network the outflow coefficient will be identical on all its length.
The offered mathematical model of railways traction
network with a small intensity of movement differs from
the existing analogues by the consideration of resistance between all wires in the supply system. That allowed us to determine sources of electromagnetic influences more precisely by the results of measurements carried out by the laboratory coach and to take into account the influence of grounding of catenary’s supports on the work of rail circuits.

4. Results of modelling

(7)

The size of outflow currents from the return traction current depends on the condition of ballast. Therefore, the four
poles of a rail circuit are considered separately, and the value of outflow currents from the return traction current is
proportional to the outflow current from the code current,
which is determined on the basis of automated measurements carried out by the laboratory coach “Automatics, telemechanics and communication” at the definition of parameters of a current locomotive signalling system in rails and serviceability of the rail circuit. The four poles of a rail line without the circuits of the
supplying
and relay ends are presen.
.
ted
in
fi
g.
2,
where
,
voltage in the rail circuit,
U
U
rcir
1
rcir
2
.
.
I rcir1 , I rcir 2 - signal current in the rail circuit at the input and
output, respectively, n  x - length of rail circuit, x - elementary piece, n - number of elementary pieces [5-7].
The value of outflow current from the code current of
rail circuit, presented as a four-pole, is
.

.

The consideration of homogeneous traction network
is rather simple and convenient with the help of the suggested mathematical model. However, in reality the traction network is inhomogeneous. Its inhomogeneity is related to primary parameters of traction network and can result from breakage of electrical connections of rail circuits,
various resistances of insulation of catenary or rail network,
the presence of rigid points on a contact wire obtained as a
result of wire repair etc.
Let’s assume that an inhomogeneous traction network is
defined by the variability of ballast resistance at the length of
a feeder zone. As a result the outflow coefficient, which characterizes the size of outflow current through the ballast, also
will be variable. The size can be obtained by measurements of
rail and ballast resistance by an indirect method [2, 5].
The calculations were executed at the following initial
4
data: resistance of rails - 0,11  j  2    f  8.021 10 Ohm/
km (was taken for Р65 rails), ballast - 100 Ohm∙km, insulation of support 105 and 106 Ohm∙km and catena4
ry - 0,159  j  2    f  9.772 10 Ohm/km [8, 9]. The feed
of zone is unilateral. The substation is at 0 km. The value
of electric locomotive current is 1 A at the frequency of
50 and 100 Hz. While modelling, the value of locomotive current was taken as 1 A, because it is minimal current
in rail circuits which can be switched by means of a relay
of 50 Hz code rail circuits. The feeder zone is 10 km long.
There is one electric locomotive on the section, which leaves a traction substation.
The form of current and voltage curves will depend on
the ballast resistance along the feeder zone. As a result the value of outflow coefficient can be received for each rail circuit situated in the feeder zone. It will depend on the distance.
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Fig.3. Dependences of outflow coefficient and current of 1 A 50 Hz on the coordinate

The character of change of outflow current through the
support insulation at a constant insulation resistance (according to the task set) also will be similar to dependence for a homogeneous network. The dependence of outflow current through the support insulation will be linear. The interest in this
case is represented by the dependence on outflow coefficient.
The character of change looks like that shown in fig. 3. The
graph of outflow current trough the ballast is also shown in fig.
3. This dependence is similar to the curve of outflow coefficient
K outf ( x ) . At x  0 km the outflow currents through insulation and ballast are very small, the return current will be equal to the current supplied by the locomotive from the catenary.
Fig. 4 shows the dependence of propagation of 50 Hz
harmonic in the catenary and rails in the points of feeders
including on the distance between the locomotive and
substation (coordinate x ). For a 1 A 100 Hz harmonic the
dependence of return traction current will be similar if we
neglect the part of ballast’s resistance.
Now it is difficult to carry out measurement of return
traction current in rails. So, to characterise its value we
will use the parameter - potential of rails.
The maximal potential of a rail will be at the point
x  0 km. Further at the removal of locomotive from substation the
potential of a rail will be reduced. The depen.
dence U r 2 ( x ) remains nonlinear, because the form of curve is defined by the change of ballast’s resistance. The

potential of rails at the end of section (near the electric locomotive) will be defined by a current supplied from catenary and ballast’s resistance in the given feeder zone.
The potential of rails near the traction substation (at the
beginning of investigated section), called by the course of
the
.
return traction current. At the construction of curve U r1 ( х )
.
.
is used I r1 ( x ) and U r 2 ( х ) , which depend on the outflow coefficient.. At the growth of coordinate within limits 0  x  1 l the va4
lue U r1 ( х ) will decrease, at l  x  l U (х ) will increase (fig.5). The
4
parameter l is the length of feeder zone (in our case 10 km).
From these dependences give it is possible to determine
the value of current and potential of rails at the known value of
locomotive’s current at different coordinate x at the beginning
of section (near substation) or at the end. Thus we can measure
the value of traction current harmonics and then calculate the
values I r1 , I r 2 , Ic1 , Ic 2 , Ioutf , U r1 , U r 2 and their influence on the
work of rail circuits. The results of modelling allowed establishing that the rail circuits are exposed to a dangerous influence of return traction current near a locomotive and substation.
.

r1

5. Conclusion
A mathematical model allowing us to estimate the
distribution of traction current harmonics with locally concentrated loading has been developed. It uses a

Fig.4. Dependence of harmonic 1 A 50 Hz in the catenary and rails at the points of feeders including on the distance
between the locomotive and substation (coordinate x)
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Fig.4. Potential of rails near the substation (beginning of section) U r1 and locomotive (end of section) U r 2 vs. coordinate x

convenient (?) at the investigation of railway section with
a small intensity of work. It differs from the existing situation by the resistance between all wires of traction supply system. It has enabled more precise determination of
sources of electromagnetic influences and taking into account the effect of catenary’s supports grounding on the
operation of RC. The value of outflow currents has been
established by the automated indirect measurements
using a laboratory coach.
The sources of influences acting on the transfer of
code currents and work of rail circuits are determined.
The harmonics of frequency 50, 75, 100, and 150 Hz were
fixed on railway sections with the d. c. electric traction in
return current. Among the mentioned above the 50 – 100
Hz harmonics are most dangerous, as coinciding with the
frequency of the code current. In a number of cases the
amplitude of a 50 Hz harmonic achieved 50 % from the
minimal level of a code current in rails, at which the track
relay can switch. The most probable reason of its occurrence is improper operation of substation’s rectifiers.
The results of modelling the distribution of 1 A amplitude harmonics of 50 and 100 Hz frequency on the length
of inhomogeneous railway section with a unilateral feed
at various resistances of insulation and wires of traction
network are shown. There is one electric locomotive on
a section and its supply is unilateral. The current in a catenary at the points of feeders including will change with
the increase in the coordinate similarly to the current in a
homogeneous network, because neither the current of an
electric locomotive, nor a power failure in an electric locomotive, nor the isolation resistance according to the given
conditions depend on the ballast resistance.
The increase in a current in a contact network is observed at the rise of harmonic’s frequency and equal amplitudes, as the resistances of an electric locomotive and catenary have inductive character and are directly proportional to current’s frequency. If the resistance of catenary’s supports insulation is higher than 105 Ohm∙km, the value of current supplied from the traction substation remains constant on the length of feeder zone.
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ABSTRACT
The analyses were aimed at determination of failure effects in the transmission system, which allow
identifying the transition process of the system from a safety state (it may not be necessarily a failure – a free state) to a dangerous state and permit to calculate probability of the dangerous state occurrence of the system as a failure effect to the operating system. Dangerous states of the safety Fieldbus
system are mainly caused by systematic failures within a specification of the system, electromagnetic
interferences (EMI) and random failures of the HW effects. The effects of electromagnetic interferences and random failures of HW can be described in the paper by the use of time table.
KEYWORDS: safety-critical applications, Safety Integrity Level, communication errors,
closed transmission system, safety mechanisms, ratio counter, probability of
undetected error

1. Introduction
To reach the safety goal within communication it is recommended to apply safety functions, which enforce safety and are executed by suitable safety mechanisms. Safety mechanisms can be implemented in SW (control of access to the system, using passwords, mechanisms based on
cryptography, etc.), in HW (cipher modules, authentication and identification cards), by physical means (safe deposit box, interlocks, etc.) or by administration measures
(standards, legislation, certification authority, etc.). COTS
(Commercial Off-The-Shelf) communication technologies are not essentially available (without supplementary technical measures) for transmission of the safety-related data, although its transmission systems involve detection and correction methods for transmission assurance, or other protective mechanisms, if any. Concerning the
transmission safety, such systems are denoted as non-trusted. The decision which types of additional technical
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measures are necessary to apply depends on the risk analysis results (analysis of attacks and their effects) related to
the controlled process and the acceptable risk [3].
Nowadays, on the technological level, the Fieldbus
technology is an acceptable standard, which is now widely
used for transmission of non-safety related and safety-related control data, too. The specific utilization of the common function by the specific groups of participants is called a profile. Today the 79 IEC Fieldbus Standards are broken down into 15 Communication Profile Families (Table 1) [4].
As it is shown in Table 1, today only four communication profile families CPF have defined additional services
and specified protocols based on the safety-related principles – CPF1 (Safety Foundation Fieldbus), CPF2 (CIP Safety), CPF3 (ProfiSafe) and CPF6 (Interbus Safety) [5]. These safety profiles are recommended for using in the safety-related systems with the Safety Integrity Level SIL 3 according to EN 61508 [6]. In industrial practice for all safety products the next years are assumed to see the highest
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Table 1. Communication profiles families for Fieldbus technology
CPF

Technology name

Safety profile

CPF1

Foundation Fieldbus

Safety Foundation Fieldbus

CPF2

CIP

CIP Safety

CPF3

Profibus/Profinet

ProfiSafe

CPF4

P-Net

-

CPF5

World FIP

-

CPF6

INTERBUS

Interbus Safety

CPF7

SwiftNet

-

CPF8

CC Link

-

CPF9

Hard

-

CPF10

Vnet/IP

-

CPF11

TC/Net

-

CPF12

EtherCAT

-

CPF13

EtherNet Power Link

-

CPF14

EPA

-

CPF15

Modbus-TRPS

-

growth of market within the safety related network and the
safety PLC (fig. 2), what is the result of the world survey published on www sites of safety products vendors [7].
It is assumed that the safety profiles development for
the rest of the communication families CPF (summarised
in Table 1) will continue.
Modelling and safety analyses fulfil a very important
task in the process of analysis and synthesis of the safety-related Fieldbus systems within their lifetime. We can
divide products (equipment, system) within their life time
to five phases (fig. 2).
Within the process of modelling several parameters of
the system are controlled, which are a component of the
technical quality of the system (product). Markers of the
systems include for example reliability, safety, lifetime, availability, no-failure operation, maintenance and assurance
Current state
Percentage
grow [%]

43,9 %

42,2 %

Predicted state

18,2 %

9,1 %

Safety
PLCs

Safety
Network

Safety-related
system/equipment

Fig.1. Prediction of needs of safety-related networks in industrial
practice
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of maintenance. Standard EN 50129 valid for the interlocking systems [6] recommends controlling, within the life
time of the system, four parameters: reliability, availability,
maintainability, and safety, called RAMS parameters.
Choices of the suitable modelling methods or techniques depend on the type of the Fieldbus system. It is necessary to choose methods which make possible:
• to model and evaluate the problems in a wide range,
• to carry out systematic qualitative and quantitative
analyses,
• to predict the numerical values (in the case if data is
available).

2. Analyses of
communication system
for safety-related message
transmission with the use
of a ratio counter
Let us consider communication on the end to end level (fig. 3). The communication system includes the source SI and the receiver of information RI and a trusted
transmission system, which performs the safety critical
functions in transmission according to the standard [6].
The base of the trusted transmission system is a standard
(untrusted) transmission system, which secures the transmission messages by a transmission code. To keep required Safety Integrity Level (SIL) the transmission messages must be secured by additional security measures, i.e.
by a time stamp, security code, feedback message or cryptographic techniques.
Let the information transmission is secured by a transmission code and a security code (e.g. work on the CRC
- Cyclic Redundancy Check principle), which are independent. Let the component of the transmission system
is a communication channel, which is effected by Electromagnetic Interferences (EMI) only. We assume a closed
transmission system.
The channel decoder of the transmission code and
channel decoder of the security code are determined, if
according to the transmission of information a the corruption occurs or not. In the case of information failure
detection by the channel decoder of the transmission code
TD or by the channel decoder of the security code SD the
control system must stay in fail safe state.
Conception and
statement of
requirements

Design and
development

Production
and install

Operation and
maintenance

Liquidation

Fig.2. Classification of the life time of system
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SI

a

a1

SC

TC

a2

Channel

a3

TD

Non -trusted transmission
system

a4

a5

SD
b2

b1

Trusted transmission
system

a6

D

RI

p

RC

Fail - safe parts of communication system

Fig.3. Closed transmission system with a ratio counter

It means that the received information (in the case of TD
- a3 and in the case of SD - a4) is repudiated and the receiver
must work with the last received message or must go to the defined safety state. The next task of the channel decoder of the
transmission and of the security code is to inform the ratio counter RC (fig. 3), that the received message is considered as
correct or incorrect. In the case of detection of a certain number of incorrect messages from all received messages the ratio counter must respond and the system must go to a defined
permanent safety state. In our case the permanent safety state is the disconnection of the receiver of information RI from
the trusted transmission system with the use of the disconnector D, which works on the basis of information p from ratio
counter RC. This state can be changed by the specialized person only. It stands that the trusted part of the transmission system must be realized on the fail-safe principle. It this case certain problems with safety function of the ratio counter RC may
occur, because RC depends on information b1, which is generated by the untrusted decoder of the transmission code TD.
For the closed transmission system with the ratio counter the safety reaction occurs when ARC ≥ MRC, where ARC
is the actual value of ratio counter RC (ARC is function f(b1,
b2)) and MRC is the boundary value of ratio counter RC).

3. The time tables of safetyrelated messages
transmission
The relationships among various safety response times
during transmission of messages may be presented via the
time tables. The time table of normal operation of a safety
Request to
transmission of
message

t1

Message
received
Message delivery time
TMDT

End of message
checking

Failure detection time
TFDT

function within transmission (without faults) is illustrated
in fig. 4. fig. 5 illustrates the case of the fault detection in
transmitted messages and the consecutive reaction of system to the detected fault (in our case the transition to safety state is performed after the first detection of fault).
The meaning of symbols used in fig. 4 and fig. 5 is the
following:
• t1 – time between the demand of a safety function and
the sending of the corresponding safety message [s];
• t2 – time between the ending of received message
check and ending of request realisation [s];
• t3 – time between detection of fault message and the transition of system to specified permanent safety state [s];
• t4 – time between the detection of fault message and
request of repetition of transmission [s];
• TMDT – message detection time [s];
• TFDT - fault detection time [s];
• TSRT – reaction time of safety, where TSRT = TMDT +
TFDT [s].
The knowledge of failures and faults attributes of the
transmission system forms the basic assumptions related
to the implementation of measures not only used to avoid
failures but also for the fault detection and negation of the
failure effects within their occurrence.
It is important to know where, when, and what types
of failures occur in the system, what are the reasons of their occurrence and their effects to the system. There are
three ways of hazard creating:
• random failures of the transmission system HW,
• failures caused by EMI,
• systematic failures of the transmission system.
The occurrence of a systematic failure is related to the
concrete situation and a state of the transmission system.
Mathematical modelling of this incidence is very problematic, because we have to know the type of distribution and its
parameters. Generally, we do not consider systematic faults
in the process of a model implementation and we orientate
to methods and techniques which are used to prevent failures (e.g. formal specification, rigorous testing, etc.).
At appropriate application of these methods we can
assume that a systematic failure rates occurrence and
Request to
transmission of
message

t2

t1

Detection of fault and
command to transition of
system to safety state

Message
received
Message delivery time
TMDT

Failure detection time
TFDT

t3

t

t
Message
sent

Safety reaction time
TSRT

End of request
realisation

Message
sent

Safety reaction time
TSRT

Achieving of
permanent
safety state

tBS

Fig.4. Normal operation of safety function using closed transmission
system
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Fig.5. Operation of safety function in the event of the first detection
of fault in the received message
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consequently also their effects are negligible compared to
random failure rates and failures involved within a communication medium (it is caused mainly by influence effects
in consequence of electromagnetic interference). The effect
of noise can have different forms, which depend mainly on
physical characteristic of channel. The undesirable effect of
EMI may be eliminated using both security and transmission code.
The effect of several factors coincidence on safety of the
transmission system can be demonstrated using Markov’s
chain. For the transmission system with the ratio counter
(illustrated in fig. 3) a Markov diagram was realized, which
shows the system transition from a functional safety state to
dangerous state and is described in detail in paper [9].
During determination of the transition of the system
to the specified permanent safety state we can consider the
following cases:
• all received messages are faults (the worst case),
• fault messages are coming randomly,
• all coming messages are correct (ideal case).
The results described in the paper are for the worst
case within message transmission, that all generated messages from source are faults.

4. The results of safety
analyses
Let us assume that all received messages are faults, the
transition of transmission system (illustrated in fig. 3) to
safety state occurs after the detection of x received fault
messages. The value of the reaction time tBS is proportional to the number of received fault messages x, which
must be coming so that the actual value of the ratio counter ARCS will achieve (or go over) a boundary value of the
ratio counter MRCS. Operating of communication and the
transition of the system to the permanent safety state in
the case of detection of x consecutive messages is illustrated by the time table in fig. 6.
In the case of cyclic transmission of messages (i.e.
TSRT1 = TSRT2 = ... = TSRTn) the value of the time tBS is
Request to
transmission of
message

Detection of fault and
Detection of fault and
request of repetition
request of repetition
of transmission
of transmission
Message
Message
received
received
TMDT

Message
sent

TFDT

TSRT

Message
received

TMDT

Message
sent

TFDT

TMDT

Message
sent

TSRT

M RCS  N RCS

 1  I RCS 

N RCS

,

(1)

where ||
||x|| is the entire part of the relation and
,
must be valid, NRCS is the value around which the actual value of RC will be increased (in the
case of negative result) and IRCS is the initial value of the ratio counter.
The value of failure rate of the communication part of
the system
according to standard [5] is defined by:

 SIL
100

 SL

(2)

where SIL is the failure rate of the all part of transmission system. The failure rate
is a function of bit error rate of the communication channel pb and according
to standard [5] we can write the relation:
where pME(pb) is the probability of residual error rate
of the transmission message using a detection mechanism
(most commonly on the basis of CRC– cyclic redundancy
check), fW is the maximal number of the transmitted safety-related messages during one hour and m is the maximal
number of receivers (for our case m = 1).
The probability of an undetected error in code words
pus (one message) may be determined in detail using the
relation published e. g. [10], [11], or by the relation for the
worst case 2-r (r-is number of redundant bits in the message). Then the maximal vale of the fault message, which is
coming consecutively may be determined by [12]

x mamn1 

 SIL
100. pUS .m

(4)

The number of fault messages x, which can come, that
the actual value of the ratio counter ARCS keeping or increasing the boundary value a of the ratio counter, must be
within the range 2, xmamn1 .
In the case of cyclic communication we can determine the value of the reaction time by the following equation
(5)

TFDT

t
TSRT

Achieving of
permanent
safety state

t BS

Fig.6. Time table of operating state and the transition of system
to permanent safety state in the case of x faults detection
in consecutive messages
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x 

t BS  t1  t3   x .TMDT  TFDT    x  1.t 4 

t3

t4

t4

t1

Detection of fault and
command to
transition of system
to safety state

determined by function f(x, t1, t3, t4, TSRT). The number of
received fault messages x, which must come so that the actual value of the ratio counter ARCS will achieve (or exceed) the boundary value MRCS, may be determined by the
following equation:

Graphical relations of the number of received fault
messages x, which must come so that system goes to the
safety state, are illustrated in fig. 7. These values depend
on the boundary value of the ratio counter MRCS and on
the changed value of NRCS. The initial value of ratio counter is IRCS = 0.
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x [-]

Bibliography
(NRCS=6)
(NRCS=8)
(NRCS=10)

MRCS [-]

Fig.7. Graphical relations of number of fault messages in accordance
with parameters of ratio counter

5. Conclusion
Within the application of the control system used in
the safety-critical process control the safety characteristics
are the most important, but not sufficient. The next important characteristic is the reliability of the system. The
solution of the control system is a compromise between
the safety and the reliability characteristics of system. The
application of safety-related message transmission using
the ratio counter can significantly and positively affect the
reliability of the transmission system at the expense of the
safety. That is why the selection of parameters of the ratio
counter must be carried out very sensitively so that the value of the required safety integrity level must be fulfilled.
Fulfilment of the safety integrity level must be accomplished not only by practical experiences but also by using
a modelling method which allows modelling the effects
of the risk factors on the safety of transmission systems.
Among the risk factors we can arrange the parameters of
the ratio counter described in the paper.
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ABSTRACT
Effective operation of transport depends on the correct costs fixing. The external cost – externality- is
the cost or its part that disinterest its author but interests the other people who are not participating
in it or who are its victims. Some externalities cannot be expressed in numbers, like the death, human
suffering and damage of environment. Externalities interfere with effective division of resources within sectors. According to the study of EU, the road transport, with its 92%, is the biggest contributor to externalities..
KEYWORDS: Intelligent Transport System, Traﬃc Flow Theory safety

1. Introduction
One of the most significant factors affecting the increase in road transport safety is the reduction of external costs. External costs are described as follows.
When consumers decide to purchase an item or take a
trip, they examine the price of a given option and compare it to the gain or satisfaction they expect to derive from
the item or trip. For instance, an individual wishing to get
from A to B will consider the price (of using public transport or his/her private car) and quality of the service provided before opting for a given transport mode. Users are
willing to accommodate a whole array of parameters (speed, frequent/regular service, quality, flexibility, etc.) in the
transport price they pay.
Conversely, consumers of goods or services do not generally foot the full bill for the costs their decision imposes on society and the environment. Such costs are defined
as external, because they are not reflected in the price paid
by users and are not the factors in the market. The main
sources of external cost in the transport sector are accidents, congestion, air pollution, noise and climate change.
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Individuals using a given form of transport are not generally aware of the external cost generated and indeed it is
possible that some of these costs have never been defined.
Nonetheless, external costs do exist and since they are
not met by the parties responsible, they must be borne by
society as a whole. [1] Significant external costs are:
• Accidents; when transport systems are used, accidents
occur, generating a whole range of costs which are
only partly covered by mutual risk insurance schemes
(loss of life, medical care and disabilities sustained by
victims, loss of production, etc.),
• Air pollution, emission of particulate matter, carbon
monoxide, lead, volatile organic compounds, nitrogen oxides and sulphur dioxide, damaging health, the
environment and buildings,
• Climate change; greenhouse gases (mainly carbon dioxide – CO2) have an enduring impact on the earth’s climate, resulting in increased desertification, raised sea
levels, serious harm to agriculture and other destructive
environmental and health-related side-effect,
• Noise; transport generates noise, which adversely affects humans in a variety of ways, causing disturbances, stress and more serious health problems,
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• Congestion, more vehicles are being added to already
dense traffic flows, particularly car traffic flows, paralyzing the system and leading to substantial wastage
for all users. Congestion makes the entire transport
system inefficient.

2. Impact of congestions on
safety
An individual highway crash is a rare, random, multifactor event, preceded by a situation in which one or more
persons failed to cope with their environment. In the aggregate, however, traffic crashes are quite numerous and
often follow certain patterns that can be identified. Crashes reflect a shortcoming in one or more components of
the driver-vehicle-roadway system. It is therefore very important for freeway practitioners to monitor traffic collision experience, and to use this information to identify,
plan, implement, and evaluate corrective actions. Numerous approaches exist for improving safety and reducing
crashes on highways. Many of these are beyond the scope
of freeway management and operations, per se (e.g., enforcing seat belt laws, in-vehicle crash-avoidance technologies, geometric realignment); but others – such as improved signing and lighting, skid resistance pavement, adding shoulders and auxiliary lanes, and removing obstacles – are well within the realm of “operations”.
As previously noted, a major goal of freeway management and operations is to reduce congestion; and
a reduction in congestion may also enhance safety. But
how does congestion affect highway safety? The basic
theory behind the interaction is that congestion leads
to higher vehicle densities (i.e., more closely spaced vehicles on a roadway), which provides more opportunities for conflict. Congestion also reduces vehicle speeds, which implies that when vehicles are engaged in a
crash, the collision forces are lower, thus reducing the
injury to occupants. Another aspect of the model is the
concept of “secondary” crashes—crashes that occur due
to conditions produced by an existing crash. Some of
these conditions—which wouldn’t exist without the occurrence of the first crash—include rapid backward queue formation (as vehicles suddenly stop to avoid the
first crash), rubbernecking by drivers, and the maneuvers of emergency vehicles. Finally, the flow restrictions
produced by crashes worsen existing congestion.
The details of the relationship between congestion and
safety are not well understood (with the exception of lower crash severities, which have been documented in a general way for congested conditions, and the associated lower speeds). Based on the limited work that has been performed, a few tentative conclusions may be drawn:
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Crash potential probably increases as congestion increases.
There is a lower proportion of single vehicle crashes
(e.g., run-off-road, rollover, collision with fixed object)
during congested conditions and a higher proportion of
multiple vehicle crashes.
Crash severities (extent and nature of personal injuries) are lower during congested conditions, due to lower
vehicle speeds at the moment of crash impact.
In general, it can be assumed that any operational improvement that reduces congestion will lead to fewer crashes. The severity of crashes that occur will be higher, however, and it is likely that a greater proportion will be single vehicle crashes. Knowing these facts can target mitigation strategies to single vehicle crashes and higher severities—such as wider roadside recovery zones, protection
of highway “furniture,” and coordination with emergency medical services. Moreover, an operations philosophy
must take a systems-oriented view, where the consequences of a specific action (e.g., flow improvements) consider
linked impacts such as safety.

3. Traffic flow theory
The generalized relationships between speed, density
and flow rate are shown in Figure 1, with these parameters
defined as follows: [1]
• Flow Rate (M) – the equivalent hourly rate (vehicles
per hour) at which vehicles pass over a given point or
section of a lane or roadway during a given time interval of less than one hour,
• Speed (V) – defined as a rate of motion expressed as
distance per unit of time, generally as kilometers per
hour (km/h). In characterizing the speed of a traffic
stream, a representative value must be used, because

Fig.1. Basic traffic service
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a broad distribution of individual speeds is observable in the traffic stream. The curves in Figure 1 utilize “average travel speed”, which is computed by dividing the length of the highway segment under consideration by the average travel time of the vehicles
traversing it,
• Density (H) – the number of vehicles occupying a given length of a lane or roadway at a particular instant.
For the curves shown in Figure 1 density is averaged
over time and is usually expressed as vehicles per kilometer (veh/km),
The principles of macroscopic models are relations between the essential characteristics of a traffic flow – intensity (M), density (H) (quantitative characteristics) and
speed (V) (a qualitative characteristic). For a complete description only two of these characteristics are sufficient,
the third one can be calculated according to a continuity
equation: M = H.V

4. Resolving congestions
using Intelligent
Transportation Systems
One of the possible ways of increasing safety is to
provide the participants of traffic with information
in advance. Conditions for steady and safe traffic are
made this way. Intelligent transport systems - ITS are
able to give us this possibility. Basic aim of ITS is to: [3]
increase safety of road transport, increase efficiency of
transport represented by cut down transport time, increase quality of environment and improve commercial
productivity of a company.
ITS are systems which help to make efficient use
of road and urban communication network, using information, communication and directing technologies.
They make basic conditions for high quality communication and information society that we are approaching
also in our conditions.
Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) is the application of advanced electronics, computer, communications, and sensor technologies – in an integrated
manner – to increase the efficiency and safety of the
surface transportation network. ITS encompasses technologies that can lead to: [2]
• Better management and operations of the existing
highway, public transportation and railroad infrastructure to ease congestion and respond to crises.
• Safer and more convenient travel for people.
• More efficient and secure freight movements.
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5. Traffic characteristics of
the city of Žilina
Žilina is surrounded by four entry points to the city.
It is the main artery heading from the East (Kosice direction) towards the West (Bratislava direction), the northern
entry from the direction of Poland and the southern entry from the direction of Prievidza (fig.2). Žilina county is
an important transport crossroad. Important international roads leading through the Kysuce region to the Czech
Republic and Poland origin in Žilina. There is also a public
international airport near Dolny Hricov.
Recently, the problems of increasing externalities have
been causing difficulties in transportation within Žilina
city. The city of Žilina is the fastest-development region
in Slovakia.
Žilina is the largest city situated on the Váh river, located 49°15´ of northern latitude and 18°45´ of eastern longitude. With population of 85 425 inhabitants (on 1st January 2007) and the area of 80,03 square kilometers it creates an important centre of northwest Slovakia.
As in other European cities, the traffic situation in Žilina is continually getting worse. Fast grow of individual
transportation, descent of public transport together with
development of new business and commercial activities in
the city – all these processes make an important impact on
the city communication system. There are about 62 550 registered cars (on 31th 12. 2008) in the Žilina county (fig.
3), the level of motorization is about 397 cars per 1000 inhabitants, the level of automobilization is about 286 cars
per 1000 inhabitants.
The problem we deal with lies in the central part of the
city where congestions and problems with parking irritate more and more people. Every year, Faculty of Operation
and Economics of Transportation and Communications
realizes a survey of traffic intensities on selected crossroads in Žilina. Results of these surveys, together with data
gathered from several bachelor and diploma theses related
to organization of traffic in the city, give us an opportunity to have a relatively detailed overview of traffic situation
in Žilina within last 15 years. Based on the gathered data,
we can see an unanimous increase of traffic intensities in
covered area. The growth between years 1994 and 2006 reached up to 28 % on one of the monitored crossroads.
The growing traffic brings another related problems.
The number of traffic accidents in Žilina county is rising.
On the other side, the utilization of public transport has
dropped rapidly. It is apparent that meeting the increasing
demand is not possible through ever increasing capacity
of road system. Such solution eventually leads to a higher
share of individual car transport compared to the lower
(and disadvantageous) share of public transport means
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Fig.2. Individual entry points to Zilina

Fig.3. Number of registered vehicles

which in Žilina is provided by the DPMZ company. There
has been a dangerous trend in decreasing demand for public transport in the recent years. Table 1 provides the evidence for this in terms of decreasing number of passengers. As the statistics provided by Transport Company of
the City of Žilina shows, there is a 47 % dropdown in passengers transported annually in last 8 years (table 2) [3].
There are several reasons of this problem, inter alia insufficient financing of public transport and thus reduction of
lines, disastrous organization of trolleybus network and at
last but not least congestions that affect public transportation and make it unreliable. The increase of individual car
transport is caused by various factors, e.g. the increase of
total length of roads within the city which is presumably
linked to business development, changing citizens’ lifestyle, the increase of car number in possession of citizens etc.

that investments into infrastructure only attract more cars, so
external costs do not decrease and problems cannot be basically solved via new transport infrastructure. One of the positive ways of easing the impact of the problems is the application of ITS technologies that are a tight connection of
information and communication technologies with vehicles
and transport networks that move people and items, and thus
help improving every part of the transport chain. One of the
possible solutions in Zilina is the establishment of electronic toll system which is a modern ITS solution. It gathers information on transport network, traffic, vehicles and users.
It constitutes an information and communication basis for
the provision of above-standard telematic services. It allows
for a development of telematic, safety and information services (real-time traffic information, localization, traffic density and travel time information etc.) Apart from the improvement of transport situation in the city, the improvement of
regular maintenance and reconstruction of existing road network can be possible thanks to the acquired finances. These can also secure the development of transport infrastructure at required level or the improvement of transport systems.

6. Conclusion
Negative externalities disrupt the effective share of resources. This brings about two contradictions: the society demands higher mobility but is ever less tolerant towards the
increase of externalities. Efficient transport is therefore underlined by a proper calculation of costs. Lessons learnt show
Table 2. Utilization of public transport in Žilina
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2001

Year

Number of passengers

2001

24 552 137

2002

23 283 584

2003

19 334 019

2004

17 281 517

2005

15 616 869

2006

14 666 257

2007

14 348 825

2008

13 224 155

Elaborated on the basis of Grant VEGA 1/0398/08 Negative externality reduction in road transportation
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ABSTRACT
The paper describes the results of engagement into international cooperation within the EDCN network and it draws conclusions based on experience in monitoring of the EGNOS system. Experience
gained by the authors in the EDCN project course is expected to have a serious impact on the research
and development dedicated for enhancement of the reliability of the EDCN network. Therefore, in the
paper not only current results of cooperation are presented, but also the challenging issues to be resolved in the future based on the conclusions drawn on experience gained.
KEYWORDS: EGNOS, EDCN, GNSS, diﬀerential GPS

1. Introduction
The development of the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) reached the point at which
the European Space Agency could announce the beginning
of operation of the system. It happened on September 1st,
2009, and the text of announcement is worth to be cited
here: “During a press conference today, Mr Antonio Tajani, European Commission Vice-President for Transport Policy, announced the official start of operations for EGNOS,
the European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service.
The EGNOS ‘Open Service’ is now available. This is a major milestone for the project: its primary service is now available to all users equipped with EGNOS-compatible receivers. Most mass-market satellite navigation receivers being
sold today are ready for EGNOS ” [1].
However, the system working in the operational phase needs parallel development of the user segment. Moreover, the introduction of global navigation satellite system
(GNSS) navigation for civil aviation requires development

© Copyright by PSTT , All rights reserved. 2009

of a number of tools and analytical methods for monitoring its safe and continuous work.
The accuracy of global positioning system (GPS) is affected by several physical factors They include: state of the ionosphere, clocks accuracy of the GPS satellites constellation,
precision of computing systems, etc. Increased precision positioning can provided by additional ground-based measurements supporting GNSS satellites. One of them - the EGNOS
system which is based on the network of ground base stations
and geostationary satellites transmitting data corrections to
the GPS receivers, allows to increase the accuracy significantly
using so called differential positioning method. However, both
GNSS and EGNOS systems require continuous monitoring.
For this purpose, the specialized network has been created based on EDCN ground stations monitoring the availability and quality of GPS positioning. This system is still
under development by the accession of new members from
different European Union countries and improvement of
diagnostic tools. Before we present the details of our experiments within the project let us first explain in some more
detail the terms and components used in the paper.
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data collection network (fig.1) is composed of multiple
stations hosted often at Universities, and it is complemented by the contributions from Air Navigation Service Providers interested on certifying and providing SBAS services in their national air space (among others AENA Spain, DTI/DSNA France, NATS UK, ENAV Italy, NAV Portugal, Skyguide Switzerland, PANSA Poland). All collected data is managed by Pildo, in charge not only of developing all the software used to process the data defined in
the avionics standards, but also the definition of procedures and accumulation of results to present them in a coherent manner to the Regulator body in charge of the ESSP
certification as EGNOS Operator [4].

2.3. Pegasus software
Fig.1. EDCN participants

2. Components and players
of the system
2.1. EGNOS
The European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service
(EGNOS) is Europe’s first venture into satellite navigation. It
augments the two military satellite navigation systems currently available, i.e. the US GPS and Russian GLONASS systems.
It also makes them suitable for safety critical applications such
as flying aircraft or navigating ships through narrow channels.
Consisting of three geostationary satellites and a network of ground stations, EGNOS achieves its aim by
transmitting a signal containing information on the reliability and accuracy of the positioning signals sent out by
the Global Positioning System (GPS) and the Global Orbiting Navigation Satellite System (GLONASS). It allows
users in Europe and beyond to determine their position to
within 2 metres, compared with about 20 metres for GPS
and GLONASS alone. EGNOS is a joint project of the European Space Agency (ESA), the European Commission
(EC) and Eurocontrol, the European Organisation for the
Safety of Air Navigation. It is Europe’s first activity in the
field of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and is
a precursor of Galileo, the full global satellite navigation
system in Europe, still under development. EGNOS entered its pre-operational phase in 2006, and from September
1st it is brought into service for safety-of-life applications.

EDCN is based on PEGASUS software (fig.2) developed by EUROCONTROL. PEGASUS (Prototype EGNOS
and GBAS Analysis System Using SAPPHIRE) is a prototype which allows analysis of GNSS data collected from
different SBAS and GBAS systems and using only algorithms contained in the published standards. The tool has
been developed in the frame of the GNSS-1 operational
validation activity defined in the EUROCONTROL SBAS
project and aims to be a first step forward the development of a standard processing and analyzing tool to be
used for the future EGNOS operational validation. PEGASUS was designed to facilitate the output data handling
and interchange. The tool provides several functionalities
such as computation of position and GNSS systems attributes like accuracy, reliability, and availability simulating
MOPS-compliant receivers, computation of trajectory errors, prediction of accuracy and availability with the required integrity and simulation of GBAS Ground Station
processing algorithms.
Since June 2003 the GBAS Modular Analysis and Research System (MARS) is integrated in PEGASUS in order
to support GBAS data processing needs and activities. The
GBAS MARS allows to collect and evaluate relevant data
and provide required results and is able to assist Air Traffic Service Providers to aid site approval and obtain operational approval of a GBAS installation for supporting CAT-I precision approach conditions at an airport from their
respective safety regulation authorities.

2.2. EDCN
EGNOS Data Collection Network (EDCN) was created in 2001 [2], to acquire experience but also develop
procedures on how to assess and validate the performance provided by augmentation systems like EGNOS. This
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Fig.2. PEGASUS software in operation
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Table 1. Availability of PRN 120 at Gliwice, Poland
Site

[OLEG] ZMiTAC

PRN

120

06/10/2009

Days

135

End

05/10/2009

Days

107

APV-1 Availability

53.87%

MI Epochs

1410

Start

25/05/2009

End

Start

25/05/2009

SBAS

73.18%

Data

Table 2. Availability of PRN 124 at Gliwice, Poland
Site

a)

b)

[OLEG] ZMiTAC

PRN

124

06/10/2009

Days

135

End

05/10/2009

Days

107

APV-1 Availability

61.04%

MI Epochs

1410

PRN

126

Days

135

Start

25/05/2009

End

Start

25/05/2009

SBAS

83.20%

Data

Fig.3. a) PolaRx-3 GPS receiver, (b) Rooftop with GPS antenna

2.4. Eurocontrol

Table 3. Availability of PRN 126 at Gliwice, Poland

As a part of the commitment to the European Tripartite Agreement with the Commission of the European Union
and ESA, Eurocontrol is responsible for the coordination of the
operational validation of EGNOS for Civil Aviation [3]. Operational validation includes all activities that will demonstrate that EGNOS is ready to be used to support the flight operations for which it is intended. The operational validation activities are coordinated through a group known as the ‘GNSS
- 1 Operational Validation (GOV) Working Group, chaired by
EUROCONTROL and primarily composed of European Air
Traffic Service Providers (ATSP) intending to offer navigation
services based on EGNOS. In the frame of the GOV, two distinct areas of work have been identified today as required and
complementary to support the implementation of EGNOS services for Civil Aviation in European airspace:
• The technical validation of the performance that can
be achieved using the EGNOS system. This include the

Site
Start

[OLEG] ZMiTAC
25/05/2009

End

06/10/2009
Data

Start

25/05/2009

End

05/10/2009

Days

107

SBAS

79.47%

APV-1 Availability

91.77%

MI Epochs

1408

demonstration that the implemented system is compliant with the requirements defined by civil aviation
in the ICAO SARPS documents. Those requirements
are expressed in terms of RNP parameters (Accuracy, Availability, Integrity and Continuity of service) for
each phase of flight (from En-Route to Cat-I Precision
Approach).
• Definition of operational rules and procedures for aircraft to use the system for a particular application.

Table 4. Participants list at 01/10/2009
Site

Location

Lat.

Lon.

Start

Duration

Total

Valid

Invalid

SBAS Msgs

DLF5

The Netherlands

51.986

4.388

00:00

24:00

86400

86400

0

86395

EEC1

France

48.600

2.347

00:00

24:00

86400

86400

0

86400

ENA1

France

43.565

1.482

00:00

24:00

61561

61199

362

61532

ENA2

France

43.565

1.482

00:00

24:00

86400

86400

0

86400

GENE

Switzerland

46.243

6.114

00:00

24:00

86400

86400

0

86400

IST4

Portugal

38.789

-9.130

00:00

24:00

86400

86400

0

86400

KRK1

POLAND

50.078

19.796

00:00

24:00

86400

86400

0

86400

OLEG

Poland

50.288

18.677

00:00

23:01

82824

82464

360

82823

PLD1

Spain

41.436

2.170

00:00

24:00

81291

77187

4104

81296

RZE1

POLAND

50.111

22.032

00:00

24:00

86400

86400

0

86400

SOF2

Bulgaria

42.653

23.354

00:00

24:00

86400

86400

0

86400

UPC1

Spain

41.389

2.112

00:00

24:00

86400

86400

0

86400

WAWA

POLAND

52.164

20.929

00:00

24:00

86400

86400

0

86313
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Fig.4. Gliwice base-station total performance graph from 25/052009
till 05/10/2009

•
•
•
•
•
•

Fig.3. Combined multipath and receiver noise error against
satellite elevation

2.5. List of EDCN participants
Currently the EDCN is composed of several institutions located in all regions of Europe, one of which is Institute of Informatics at Silesian University of Technology. The complete list of EDCN participants is given below:
• EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre – Bretigny,
France
• Budapest University of Technology and Economics –
Budapest, Hungary
• Delft University of Technology – DELFT, The Netherlands

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ESSP – Brussels, Belgium
skyguide, Geneva Airport – Geneva, Switzerland
Technical University of Sofia/Steria – Sofia, Bulgaria
DSNA/DTI – Toulouse, France
gAGE / UPC – Barcelona, Spain
IST – NAV Portugal – PoAF – VINAIR, Lisbon Airport – Lisbon, Portugal
ENAV MCC – Rome, Italy
IntegNav – Institute of Flight Guidance – Braunschweig, Germany
Pildo Labs – Barcelona, Spain
NATS – Sumburgh, UK
ENAC – Toulouse, France
AENA – Torrejon, Spain
PANSA – Warsaw, Poland
SUT – Silesian University of Technology, Poland

Table 5. PRN120 Availability at 01/10/2009
Performance
APV-I

34

APV-II

CAT-I

Site

Availability
(%)

Events

Availability
(%)

Events

Availability
(%)

Events

HPE
(95%)

VPE
(95%)

MI

thresholds

99%

0

99%

0

-

-

8

8

0

DLF5

100.00%

0

98.64%

95

29.88%

1655

1.01

0.99

0

EEC1

100.00%

0

98.23%

70

30.06%

1300

1.31

0.96

0

ENA1

100.00%

0

92.26%

267

17.25%

498

1.49

1.28

0

ENA2

100.00%

0

96.95%

202

26.15%

1640

0.98

1.10

0

GENE

99.87%

14

89.53%

510

13.59%

852

1.17

1.16

0

IST4

100.00%

0

84.44%

363

6.27%

666

0.92

1.22

0

KRK1

99.63%

1

87.14%

522

4.91%

370

0.93

1.46

0

OLEG

64.95%

313

21.73%

719

0.00%

0

1.80

1.99

0

PLD1

100.00%

2

88.03%

330

9.27%

343

1.03

1.21

0

RZE1

98.77%

15

81.69%

509

1.46%

278

1.10

1.44

0

SOF2

97.89%

10

62.83%

755

0.47%

85

1.40

2.15

0

UPC1

100.00%

0

86.78%

553

8.08%

788

0.91

1.27

0

WAWA

99.18%

4

93.30%

209

5.23%

377

1.91

1.53

0
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Table 6. PRN124 Availability at 01/10/2009
Performance
APV-I

APV-II

CAT-I

Site

Availability
(%)

Events

Availability
(%)

Events

Availability
(%)

Events

HPE
(95%)

VPE
(95%)

MI

thresholds

99%

0

99%

0

-

-

8

8

0

AEN1

100.00%

0

85.98%

458

4.82%

701

1.61

1.46

0

AEN2

99.17%

41

66.57%

850

0.44%

103

1.39

1.75

0

DLF5

99.99%

1

98.62%

96

29.84%

1634

1.01

0.99

0

ENA1

100.00%

0

92.26%

267

17.21%

469

1.49

1.29

0

ENA2

100.00%

0

96.95%

202

26.21%

1633

0.98

1.09

0

GENE

99.87%

14

89.55%

511

13.44%

819

1.17

1.17

0

IST4

100.00%

0

84.38%

320

6.06%

638

0.91

1.22

0

KRK1

99.44%

2

87.39%

507

4.87%

374

0.94

1.46

0

OLEG

64.75%

311

21.64%

645

0.00%

0

1.81

2.01

0

PLD1

100.00%

2

88.11%

343

9.31%

347

1.03

1.20

0

RZE1

98.79%

11

81.92%

556

1.47%

278

1.09

1.44

0

SOF2

98.05%

9

62.57%

797

0.48%

85

1.40

2.14

0

UPC1

100.00%

0

87.02%

569

8.12%

838

0.91

1.27

0

WAWA

99.21%

2

93.12%

245

5.03%

329

1.92

1.53

0

Table 7. PRN126 Availability at 01/10/2009
Performance
APV-I

APV-II
Events

thresholds

99%

0

99%

0

-

-

8

8

0

DLF5

100.00%

0

98.64%

116

29.14%

1806

0.98

1.02

0

Site

Availability
(%)

CAT-I

Availability
(%)

Events

Availability
(%)

Events HPE (95%) VPE (95%) MI

ENA2

99.99%

1

96.72%

255

27.16%

1863

0.96

1.11

0

GENE

99.68%

18

89.26%

557

12.78%

1191

1.11

1.18

0

IST4

100.00%

0

84.18%

447

4.76%

709

0.94

1.24

0

KRK1

99.99%

3

88.70%

834

4.65%

426

0.87

1.45

0

OLEG

99.99%

5

90.96%

504

7.47%

789

1.02

1.64

0

PLD1

99.98%

2

88.18%

404

8.94%

495

1.05

1.28

0

RZE1

99.10%

43

83.63%

1067

1.26%

205

1.01

1.44

0

UPC1

99.99%

1

86.44%

579

6.54%

812

0.94

1.30

0

WAWA

99.51%

2

93.75%

193

4.97%

363

1.90

1.53

0

3. Experiments
Since May 2009 the Institute of Informatics at Silesian
University of Technology has joined the European research EDCN project led by EUROCONTROL aimed to test
stability of the EGNOS system. After installing Septentrio
PolaRx-3 GNSS receiver (fig.3), antenna (fig.4) rooftop
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of the Institute building and PEGASUS software on our
servers, base station began collecting measurement data
from the constellation of GPS satellites and SBAS correction messages from 3 EGNOS geostationary satellites.
These data are processed by the software PEGASUS are
transmitted continuously to EUROCONTROL servers,
where they are subject for statistical analysis. Analysis results can be viewed at http://edcn.pildo.com web site.
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Data are collected for analysis from 3 geostationary
satellites whose ID numbers are PRN120, PRN124 and
PRN126 according to their geographic positions shown
on the fig.1. Some availability and accuracy tables and graphs are presented below:
It interesting to observe that, the signal level and their availability are different dependent on where satellites
are located on the sky. This observation is presented in the
fig. 4. The best receiving results we can observe for satellite PRN126.
More detailed results of our experiments are presented
in Table 4, Table 5, Table 6 and Table 7. They were generated by PEGASUS software installed on our servers and
then they were uploaded to EUROCONTROL hosts for
total analysis. In particular, Table 4 shows the list of all active EDCN participants downloading their computing results to EUROCONTROL center, whereas fig. 5 shows entire data transfer performance of our base-station at Silesian University of Technology, from the project start on
May 25th 2009 untill today. During the project lifetime it
experienced interruptions associated with equipment reconfiguration and maintenance and computed data were
not uploaded which is visible on the graph as white fields
between blue bars.

4. Results and conclusions
In the course of the EDCN project using specialized
hardware and software we collected a lot of data concerning the operation of EGNOS. The receiver PolaRx-3 we
used, is one of the newest types of devices in the EDCN
network [5] and it required EUROCONTROL programmers to write new driver for PEGASUS software to integrate it into the base-stations network. The above receiver has very good technical parameters, however, we have
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detected certain software drawbacks. In the case of power
failure some configuration parameters are lost. This requires operator intervention and affect the continuity of data
transmission to the processing center.
We have also detected another crucial bug in the EUROCONTROL software. In June 30th, one of the GPS
satellites (PRN27) was not healthy. All base-stations in
EDCN network observed the lack of communication receiving MT6 message from EGNOS system. But three stations: GENE, EAW, and OLEG still continued to process
data. EUROCONTROL programmers analyzed this event
and fixed their software to prevent such situations in future. Based on the results we obtained and the experience gained, we can conclude that it is possible to write our
own software which should outperforms the standard software. It will collecting measurement data from the PolaRx-3receiver into the SQL database, making it as maintenance-free operation. These data will then be made available within the EDCN network.
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ABSTRACT
In the article there was presented the issue of monitoring the fuel consumption of the diesel engines, together with the simultaneous comparison of consuming the energy due to exploitation and
non- exploitation needs. Such approach allows one to detect even minimal illegal fuel consumption
from electric engines, as well as enables continuous monitoring of the engine work and its power requirements.
KEYWORDS: diesel engine, electric gear, power consumption, fuel consumption monitoring

1. Introduction
Currently in Poland (as well as in many other countries), diesel engines are very popular. It is due to various factors, such as: the access to the second- hand engines
on the outer markets, relatively low purchase costs, many
non- electrified lines, big operational capability (e.g. when
traction voltage is decreasing). Those, and many other
external factors, such as high costs of lines electrification
or the problem of stealing the elements of the traction
web, seem to maintain the popularity of this type of traction vehicles for many years to come. However, the serious problem companies managing the diesel engines have
to face is the excessive consumption of the fuel (caused by
the wasteful drive) and the often stealing of the fuel. Those
problems have started to be of more and more importance, because the prices of the fuels are constantly rising, and
engines themselves are the type of vehicle that are characterized by huge power and considerable demand for the
fuel. The common element for those engines are, apart
from power and electric gear, the big fuel containers.
The need to optimize the consumption of fuel by rail
carriers, as well as the need to eliminate the pathologies
connected with the stealing the fuel from the engines, created the need to develop the new branch of monitoring.

© Copyright by PSTT, All rights reserved. 2009

Fuel consumption monitoring systems were firstly adapted from road vehicles. Unfortunately, such solution was
not effective in case of advanced methods of stealing liquid fuels from the engines. The classic monitoring systems
allowed for detecting the stealing the fuel that was conducted in a technically simple way, meaning mostly the
draining the fuel container. The more technically sophisticated methods were kept undetected. The only feature detected was the raised level of fuel consumption.
Figure 1 presents the general diagram of monitoring
system, which is built on diesel engines.
Fuel consumption monitoring means the necessity to
measure the consumption of fuel by the engine, to measure the amount of filled up fuel and to detect non- operating wastage of fuel, noting the abuse included. It is especially important in case of the engines used for many years,
which are equipped with systems of monitoring the consumption of the fuel during the renovation or modernization. The new types of engines are, as a rule, equipped with
the modern measurement systems that enable the precise
measurement of the fuel consumption due to the traction
needs, often basing on the measuring the amount of fuel
put on the fuel injection. For many years there have been
known and used the methods of controlling the fuel consumption in vehicles equipped with diesel engines, based
on measuring the amount of fuel taken within the given
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Fig.1. The block diagram of monitoring system

time and on determining the necessity of its use for exploitation aims. There are used such measuring methods, as:
• easuring the real amount of fuel in the fuel container
basing on the fuel level or on measuring the hydrostatic pressure, induced by the fuel (capillary devices, ultrasound probes, hydrostatic probes),
• measuring the amount of the fuel provided directly to the engine, basing on the checking the voluminal flow of the fuel, executed with different types
of the flowmeters,
• electric energy measurement, which is produced by
the power generator of the diesel engine and connecting this energy with the amount of the used fuel (by
calibrating or by counting).
The best result is achieved when all three methods are
used at the same time. Each of the method has its own
advantages and disadvantages. The methods connected
with measuring of the real amount of the fuel in the container require the knowledge of the character of the calibration, meaning the relation between volume (the mass
of the fuel) and the level up to which the container is filled
(hydrostatic pressure of the fuel column in the container),
taking into account the often geometrical asymmetry of
fuel containers, caused by constructional shape and/or deformations due to the damage caused by the exploitation.
Is the old generation systems only the measurement
of the level of the fuel in the container was used, as well as
the sensors of the flow of the fuel provided to the engine.
The new solution is that apart from measuring the level of
the fuel in the container and the fuel provided to the engine, the measurement of the power delivered to the engine is used.
Figure 2 presents the typical fuel consumption monitoring
system without measuring the electric power measurement.
The additional factor that influences the precision
of the measurement is the fuel density factor, which is
based not only on the type of the fuel used, but also on
temperature.
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One should also note that when using the methods of
mass or fuel volume measurement there exist many factors,
characteristic for the given method, which may cause the additional measurement errors. There could be such factors, as
longitudinal or crosswise bending of the engine fuel containers due to the track bending, disturbance on the fuel surface due to the vibration during the drive- those factors require
using the proper hardware or software filters, the precision of
tracks, meter circuit calibration and many others.
When using the methods basing on the direct measurement of the amount of fuel that is provided to the engine, e.g. via specific circuit of flowmeters, (usually made
not to count excess return fuel or the ones differentially
connected), one need to realize that in those methods numerous errors occur. Not only is it due to the precision of
the used flowmeters, but also non-laminar fuel return (because of the high pressure) and considerable local heating
of the return fuel. That is why it is required to use additional circuits, such as fuel degassers and equalizing containers. However, the basic disadvantage of fuel measurement with the use of flowmeter (or flowmeters) is that in
case of taking the fuel from fuel installations from the points being further than flowmeter, the lacks of fuel are counted as engine exploitation use, which is not always true.
Figure 3 presents the block diagram of the monitoring
circuit of fuel consumption in diesel engine together with
the simultaneous measuring electric power consumption.
Measuring the electric power consumption created by
the generator of the diesel engine and connecting this energy
(via calibration or by counting) with the amount of used fuel
has disadvantages. The basic one is the big error when engine works on the neutral gear, because in such case the electric

Fig.2. The block diagram of the typical fuel consumption monitoring
system in diesel engine
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energy, counted on the base of power consumption is close to
zero, whereas the actual fuel use differs from zero.
Defining fuel consumption for this method in laboratory conditions and using it for predicting the exploitation
use is difficult and only some companies have the proper diagnostic posts to diagnose the engine, and they still
make it in the restricted scope. Usually, there is the possibility to run the tests of fuel consumption on the neutral
gear and with the rated load, with the given engine rotational speed. The caliber of the engine efficiency is the grade of unit fuel consumption described for the power rating. However, this unit is influenced by other factors and
engine deck equipment, like tightness of pneumatic circuit that evokes the compressor work, which directly or indirectly consumes the energy created by diesel engine.
Additionally, fuel consumption is influenced by such
equipment, as: main fan, exciter, support current generator, track engine fan, fuel and oil pumps and others, which
qualitative influence on fuel consumption is difficult to determine or else requires a lot of technical expenditure. The
considerable deviations of fuel consumption appear depending on technical condition of the engine and the degree to
which its equipment is exploited, especially the elements of
standby power generator, which cause oscillations of rotational speed, power and main generator voltage. Also, the defect of the hysteresis of external characteristics of standby generator and incorrect settings of fuel limiter influence greatly fuel consumption. It may be concluded that determining the fuel consumption by measuring electric power on
main generator is, against assumptions, a difficult task, and

Fig.3. The block diagram of the monitoring circuit of fuel
consumption in diesel engine together with the simultaneous
measuring electric power consumption
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corresponding this use to normative conditions, when there
are so many disruptive elements- as it has been shown- and
where there is a big dispersion of unit fuel consumption for
individual engines from the same series is a complicated problem, especially for maneuvering engines. Summing up, the
issue of measuring fuel consumption for exploitation needs,
basing on mass or volume measurement of fuel in engine fuel
containers, measuring fuel provided to the engine of the locomotive or by measuring electric power of the main electric
generator is a difficult task, and precision of the measurement
is far from the engine users’ expectations.
The characteristic of the changes of the values of the
electric power from power generator is in the function of
its voltage consistent with dependence of tractive force in
the function of drive speed. Such consistency allows for
precise use of such characteristic in order to compare it
with the characteristic of fuel consumption.
The situation is even more complicated when, apart
from fuel consumption for exploitation needs, there exist
at the same time the non-exploitation losses, abuses included. In order to control fuel consumption in diesel vehicles, and in case of detection over-normative consumption,
including non- exploitation losses due to abuse, one needs
to make the engine fuel assessment. It can be conducted
in a simplified way, by comparing the amount of fuel provided to the high- pressure engine (e.g. by measuring the
volume of the fuel with the flowmeter) with the amount of
fuel in the engine fuel containers (e.g. by measuring hydrostatic pressure of the fuel in the container/ containers).
The exact assessment of the fuel consumption and detecting non-exploitation losses requires also taking into account fuel consumed by the heater.
Starting from the rule of conservation of energy, the amount of fuel used for exploitation needs can be connected with
the electric energy made in main generator of the engine.
Using the monitoring systems allowed the users to lessen the expenses for fuel due to detection of excessive use
and to effective fleet management.
Those systems became a popular and widely used tool
both for national and private carriers, as they connect advanced measurement technology with a simply and easily
acquired user’s interface.
The functionality of the system includes: monitoring
and substantiating the process of fuel management by:
• running full fuel assessment for the engine starting
from filling up, through providing the fuel to the locomotive engine, to monitoring the power made by electric sources;
• locating the object and monitoring the work status as
well as important technical parameters of each of the
engines of the fleet by the traffic controller;
• easy access to reports, statistics, lists and full history of
routes and stops;
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• identification/authorization of the staff, using noncontact ID badges, monitoring staff ’s labor time and
communication between engine driver and supervision centre;
• integration with the logistic processes support system.
Monitoring fuel management is one of the most important task of the described system. Due to many years
of surveys it was noted that running the full engine energy
assessment is possible on the basis of the data collected in
four places on of the engine:
• fuel containers, where the actual amount of fuel in the
engine is set;
• engine fuel system, where the temporal fuel consumption by the engine is measured;
• main generator, where the electric power spent on engine work is measured;
• drivers of the vehicle heating device, for which fuel
consumption is determined.
In first versions of the described program only two
measuring points were used: fuel containers and vehicle heating device. The flowmeter and energy monitoring
system were not used because of rather high price. Such
system enabled fuel consumption monitoring, but did not
give unambiguous answer if the amount of used fuel is
correct as far as the work of the engine is concerned and if
all the fuel was used by the engine of the locomotive.
It caused the necessity of expanding the system with
other measuring points: flowmeter measuring the actual
amount of fuel delivered to the engine and the main generator energy meter. Only comparing all four measure values
allowed to make the improper engine assessment and to detect all unreasonable fuel losses (stealing or improper burning in the engine) basing on assessed data for each engine.
The level of the fuel in the container is set on the base
of hydrostatic probes, set within the container (containers) on its horizontal diagonal. Probes show the pressure of the fuel column, which is calculated into fuel volume on the basis of calibration curve. Two probes are used
to eliminate the influence of track bending on the reading.
To measure fuel taken by the engine, flowmeter on the fuel
pipe was used. In case of the engines with return fuel circuit, the flowmeter measures the difference between fuel
reaching and fuel coming back from fuel collector, which
makes the actual fuel consumption by the diesel engine.
Electric energy, for creation of which fuel should be
used, is determined basing on measurement of power and
the voltage of main generator (generator power) and the
time of work of heating devices.
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2. Conclusions
One of the functions of the applications of the analyzed
system is to prepare reports and statistics of engines exploitation. The prepared reports allow for, among others, detecting
non- exploitation losses of the fuel, engine driver’s identification, as well as identification of the engines which have the enlarged, when compared with the average, fuel consumption
when driving certain routes, and monitoring the engine driver’s style of work, plus planning check-ups and repairs. Achieving such functionality and precision was possible only thanks
to creating algorithms and devices for monitoring fuel consumption. Standard market solutions do not have the possibility to detect the abuses connected with fuel consumption if
such procedure is conducted in technically advanced way.
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